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Abstract: While variable renewable energy (VRE) has been developed for decades, VRE market
participation is developing relatively slowly, despite the potential economic efficiency it may bring.
This paper tries to specify the efficiency of VRE in a deregulated pool-based electricity market. Based
on standard pool-based market design, this paper built a direct current optimal power flow (DC-OPF)
based simplified 2-settlement spot electricity market model conjugating electricity and ancillary
service clearing. To address the outcomes of the imperfect market in the real world, this paper studied
the consequences brought by agents’ learning and strategic behaviors. Simulations under different
ancillary service levels and reliability cost levels are carried out. The results show that VRE may be
unprofitable in the market, especially when learning and strategic behavior is considered. Learning
and strategic market behavior will also hamper the role of VRE as a “better” energy source. This
paper shows and proves a locational marginal price (LMP) disadvantage phenomenon, which will
lead to low profitability of VRE. Three major suggestions are given based on the results.

Keywords: variable renewable energy; electricity market; profitability; integration cost; renewable
energy integration

1. Introduction

Variable renewable energies (VREs) such as photovoltaic (PV) and wind have become important
sources of renewable and clean energy. The installed capacity quantities of PV and wind have reached
161.96 GW and 245.83 GW in Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries, and 43.18 GW and 216.41 GW in China, respectively in 2015 [1]. However, as the installed
capacity has grown, the development of VRE has encountered some serious problems. First, the
VRE projects encounter financial feasibility problems without government subsidies [2,3]. Second,
curtailments which are usually not expected in feasibility studies of VRE projects emerge and tend to
increase with the growth of installed capacity [4–7]. These phenomena bring barriers to sustainable
development and economic burdens to the society.

Many researchers have studied the causes of these phenomena. Hirth et al. pointed out that the
integration of VRE brings integration cost to the electricity system [8]. Milligan and Kirby, Koraki et
al. and Dragoon and Milligan studied the integration cost of VRE [9–11]. Despite the differences in
definitions, these studies draw a similar conclusion that integration costs come from 3 aspects. First,
the variability of VRE brings extra cost to the grid. To absorb more VRE generated electricity, the grid
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has to increase cost. Second, to reach a certain level of VRE penetration, controllable energies such as
thermal power have to bear extra cost. Third, the VRE themselves may bear cost because of integration.

The next question will naturally be: are these costs allocated properly? For all we know, cost
allocation distortion can cause economic inefficiency. For example, if there is no proper price signal
to guide ancillary services in a day’s operation of electricity system, then the ancillary service may
not be sufficient for a VRE plant to inject certain amount of power to the grid, because of reliability
requirements, thereby causing curtailment.

Conversely, the generation cost of some VRE projects has just reached the level enough to make
grid parity in recent years. The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of some VREs in some OECD
countries and China can be found in the works of Ouyang and Lin, Branker et al. and the international
energy agency (IEA) [12–14]. This brings us to implementing the idea: putting VRE in the electricity
market, and letting the market generate accurate price signals to the integration cost allocation.

The pool based electricity market is commonly adopted in most of the countries pioneering in
deregulation of electricity sector.

Several studies have discussed the topic of bringing VRE into the electricity market. The studies can
be roughly divided into 3 categories. The first category is the theoretical study of market participation
of VRE and market equilibrium. Bitar et al. presents a theory of wind optimal offer in a perfectly
competitive 2-settlement market [15]. They also give the theoretical analysis of wind profit sensitivity
to uncertainty. The result of this paper shows that theoretically, VRE can increase its profitability by
adding related reliability cost in a spot market. However, the research did not put the operation cost
and reliability cost together in a united framework in the spot market. Traber and Kemfert discussed
the theory of investment incentives of thermal and wind power under a market regime [16]. Shin and
Baldick discussed how to mitigate market risk for wind power providers [17]. Lin and Bitar present
a new market regime of cost sharing to mitigate market risks for VRE providers [18]. Despite the
significance of these studies, theoretical studies always make perfect market and perfect information
hypotheses, which are usually not the case in the real world. Thus, the influences of learning and
market behavior should be studied.

The second category investigates pricing the variability or intermittency of VRE. Cost
causation-based cost allocation rule is widely applied. Kirby et al. designed a tariff for wind
integration ancillary services, such as regulation and imbalance services [19]. Sotkiewicz and Vignolo
developed a tariff decomposition method based on time and location of the unit [20]. Chakraborty et
al. developed a framework for allocating the deviation costs of VRE based on the cost causation-based
principle. The authors claim that the method helps the market integration of VRE [21]. Despite the
significance and effectiveness of these studies, extra financial burden will be brought to VRE while
grid parity is just achieved by several VRE projects in some OECD countries if variability tariffs are
applied. Thus, attention should be directed to the study of VRE profitability considering variability
tariffs or variation punishment.

The third category contains studies concerning coalitional aggregation of VRE in the electricity
market. Baeyens et al. explores scenarios in which independent wind power producers form willing
coalitions to exploit the reduction in aggregate power output variability obtainable through geographic
diversity [22]. They show that independent wind power producers can improve profitability by
aggregation. Koraki and Strunz explores the technical possibility of aggregating different VRE and
controllable energies to form virtual power plant, and gaining more profit by participating in the
electricity market. Risk hedging against variability through coalitional aggregation is a promising
method [10]. However, as will be shown in Section 3, this paper did not consider the aggregation
approach as an uncertainty or reliability control strategy for a VRE generation company (GenCo) in
market competition. Because to get coalitional aggregation, complex contracts have to be made, and
strategic behaviors in the market have to be considered. Nevertheless, the results and conclusions of
this paper will not be affected. The conclusions will still be useful and in VRE coalitional study.
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The content of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives significance and purposes of this study.
Section 3 gives the model formulation and numerical simulation setting. Section 4 presents the major
results and discussions. Section 5 gives conclusions and suggestions.

2. The Significance and Barriers of Bringing VRE to Market

2.1. Integration cost of VRE Power Generation and the Allocation Problem

2.1.1. Electricity Production Cost

Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a tool for comparing the production costs of different
technologies in their economic life [13,23]. Based on data from several practical cases, Ouyang and Lin,
Branker et al. and the international energy agency (IEA) have calculated the LCOE of PV, wind and
baseload power, taking into account the carbon price [12–14]. On the basis of certain assumptions and
collected data, Ouyang and Lin, Liu et al. and Yuan et al. calculated the LCOE of several renewable
energy power plants in China [12,24,25]. LCOEs of different energies in China are summarized in the
work of Ruhang et al. [26]. We can see that the production cost of electricity generally decreases over
time. This is due to technology innovation. From the standard calculation process of LCOE, we know
that it mainly includes construction and operation cost. However, from the perspective of the whole
electricity system, the integration cost is not measured in LCOE.

2.1.2. The Integration Cost

Definition of the integration cost varies in different studies. Generally, integration cost refers to
the difference between the cost before and after the integration [27,28]. The authors have reviewed
integration cost of VRE in an earlier publication [26]. Integration cost can generally be divided into
five categories, namely the overproduction, reserve, reduction of full-load hours, balance and grid
cost [28,29].

As we can see, the scope of integration cost is larger than grid cost. As for the activity of VRE
integration, grid cost mainly refers to the cost of grid construction caused by this activity. For example,
the extra cost of transmission system upgrade. Integration cost includes the extra cost born by the
whole system due to VRE integration, and it includes grid cost. Overproduction cost refers to the cost
of over production by all of the units (mainly caused by the variability of VRE). Reserve cost refers to
the cost brought by maintaining extra reserves for keeping the stability of the system. Cost of reduction
of full-load hours is the cost borne by convention units when VRE is brought into system. Balance cost
refers to the extra cost borne by the system for keeping the system balanced. The difference between
balance cost and grid cost is that the former mainly contains the extra grid operation (dispatch) cost,
and the latter mainly contains the extra grid construction cost.

Traditionally, policy instruments such as renewable portfolio standards (RPS) and feed-in-tariff
(FiT) are applied to promote VRE development. However, efficiency concerns of these instruments are
put forward by researchers [30–36]. The key problem is the lack of competition and price signals to
guide efficient resource allocation. To acquire sustainable VRE development, the problem of integration
cost allocation should be considered. As we can see, if efficiency is ignored, problems such as VRE
curtailment might occur, hampering the penetration of VRE.

As can been seen in the next section, bringing VRE to market may be a promising way to allocate
integration cost by price signals.

2.2. VRE Market Participation as a Cost Allocation Approach

Pool-based deregulated electricity market is widely adopted in the most
electricity-deregulation-advanced-developed countries. We can find different pool designs
such as PJM, the MISO pool in the United States, Nord pool in Europe, and the NEM pool in
Australia [37–44].
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VRE market participation as a cost allocation approach is under discussion. Wild introduced a
Contract-for-Difference mechanism, which is a marketization way for promoting VRE in Australia [45].
Percebois et al. observed that the introduction of VRE in wholesale market will lower electricity price
while remaining a feed-in-tariff mechanism for VRE, based on experiences in France [46]. Zipp carried
out an empirical study of the profitability of VRE in German–Austrian electricity sector. It observed
a market price decline of PV and wind when their generation expanded [44]. Gawel and Purkus
introduced German market premium where VRE plant operators are offered a premium on top of the
electricity market price. The research finds that the market premium scheme may not be sufficient to
improve VRE penetration. Gawel and Purkus believes that high market revenue can promote market
integration [43].

Although policy and market design are proposed and tested around the world, there are several
unaddressed problems as described in the following section.

2.3. Several Unaddressed Problems of Bringing VRE to Market

VRE market participation is a promising way to achieve economic effectiveness. However, there
remains several problems to be addressed. Firstly, what is the profitability of VRE in a pool-based
power market? Secondly, what is the influence of VRE market participation to integration efficiency
and production efficiency?

Thirdly, how will learning and strategic behavior of GenCos (Generation Companies) driving
deviations of equilibrium? In practical electricity market, strategical behavior of GenCos are
observed [47–49]. The learning and strategic behavior of GenCos are studied by many researchers.
Aliabadi et al. found that uniform pricing outperforms pay-as-bid pricing in market efficiency [50]. The
random rationing policy of the independent system operator (ISO) may lower bid prices and GenCo
profits. Farashbashi et al. found that wind dominant market may suffer from high price volatility
and excessive price reduction [51]. Dehghanpour et al. studied the strategic behavior of GenCos by
agent-based model [52].

Only a few of these studies include a realizing and ex-post pricing process of VRE. This paper
adopted a simulation approach to explore these problems. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the first study trying to evaluate the profitability of VRE in a uniform 2-settlement electricity-ancillary
service conjugated power market framework.

The primary target of this paper is to study:

• the profitability of VRE in a deregulated pool-based electricity market where integration cost
is allocated;

• the influences of VRE market participation to system production efficiency;
• and the influences of learning and strategic behavior.

This paper tries to simulate the situation where VRE participates in a modern pool-based electricity
and ancillary conjugated market to identify the profitability of VRE. What is more, we will re-examine
the meaning of VRE power generation. Note that not all integration cost can be simulated in a
simulation approach. Some are just too complicated to simulate, for example, the grid cost. However,
from the simulation approach of this paper, a quantified integration cost allocation result can throw
light upon the mechanism of how integration cost allocation will affect the efficiency of the market,
and the profitability of the VRE.

The brief market framework is illustrated in Figure 1. In the previous day, GenCos will bid in the
day-ahead market. They will bid for both power and ancillary service. The day-ahead market opens
at 6:00 and close at 15:00. ISO will clear the market for both power and ancillary service to acquire a
dispatch plan. This plan will be carried out in the next day. ISO is responsible for keeping the system
balanced for each time slot. It will dispatch reserves for this purpose. At the end of the execution day,
ISO will carry out an ex-post settlement process. It will determine the settlement price for the market.
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Note that in this framework, energy demand is treated as a profile. This profile contains statistical
forecasts of power loads in each system nodes. They are considered as given conditions in the
calculation. In the model, they are represented by demand bids of load-serving entities. This treatment
is common in energy system studies [10,17,47], when we want to focus on the influence of the
supply side.
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3. A VRE-Participated 2-Settlement Pool-Based Electricity Market

The short-term pool-based wholesale electricity market is more favorable for VRE than the
long-term market because the accuracy of a short-term forecast is usually higher than the long-term
one. Moreover, system security and ancillary service can be jointly cleared in the short-term market.
In this paper, integration cost allocation is simulated by ex-post settlement and ancillary service
clearing. Based on day-ahead clearance, optimal real-time and ex-post clearance can be carried out.
Under a perfect market assumption (information is perfect and all participators act based on their true
information), the system equilibrium can be reached by optimal clearing method. When learning and
strategic behavior of GenCos are adopted, a more realistic influence result can be achieved [53–55].
Therefore, this paper builds a 2-settlement electricity-ancillary service conjugated market for VRE
participation according to standard pool-market design.

3.1. Production Model of Thermal and VRE GenCos

In the model, the supply side is constituted by thermal and VRE GenCos (Generation Companies).
It is assumed that a thermal GenCo has a quadratic form of production function. This is a widely
applied assumption [56,57]. It is in the following form:

CGi = AiPGi + BiP2
Gi, i ∈ I (1)

where CG is the production cost of a thermal GenCo. I is the set of thermal GenCos. PGi is the output
of GenCo i. Ai and Bi are the coefficients of the production function.

Wind power is a widely adopted variable renewable energy. The maximum output of a wind
turbine is affected by the wind speed, which is a variable factor. Wind speed varies each hour. The
wind speed distribution of an observation point in Beijing at 0:00 from 2018/1/1 to 2018/5/14 is shown
in Figure 2. This is the basic property of variability of VRE. Output of VRE such as PV and wind are
affected by many meteorological factors, such as temperature and wind speed [58,59].
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Many researchers contribute to the field of VRE output forecast. Despite the differences in
methodology, many of the studies show normal distribution patterns of forecast error [58,61,62]. Note
that the wind speed or solar energy output may not necessarily comply with normal distribution. In
fact, many observations show that they do not, such as the one in Figure 2.

Normally, VREs can be treated with 0 marginal production cost, so that VRE power output forecast
cost becomes an important cost in short-term power market. This paper establishes an economic model
to describe the relationship between output forecast error and forecast cost, since it can essentially
affect the profitability of VREs in the short-term power market. As will be mentioned in Section 3.2,
the error is the difference between the reported value and the realized output. So, forecast cost is
essentially a reliability cost. There are many approaches to enhance the day-ahead reliability of a wind
or solar power plant, such as adding investment in short-term wind power forecast, and in local energy
ancillary sources such as storages.

In a day-ahead market, a VRE GenCo will forecast its next-day maximum output level for each
hour, assuming to be PGv

H. So, it can report a forecasted power generation limits [PGv
L, PGv

H] to the
Independent System Operator (ISO). Let us assume the forecast error range is γ[−σ, σ], σ is the standard
deviation of a normal distribution N(0, σ2). The error complies with N(0, σ2). The density of normal
distribution is very low out of the range [−4σ, 4σ], so we assume γ ∈ (0, 4].

In order to make the simulation results comparable, an important assumption is made. We assume
that the marginal reliability cost function of a VRE GenCo is affine, same as the marginal production
function of a thermal GenCo (this paper adopts quadratic form of production function). When a VRE
GenCo is able to achieve an error level of γσ at a reliability cost, the cost is in the following form:

Cv
Rel = Cpse

−Cv(
CapMaxv

4
γ) −Dv(

CapMaxv

4
γ)

2

(2)

where Cv
Rel is the reliability cost for v. V is the set of VRE GenCos. CapMaxv is the max capacity of

v. Cv and Dv are the coefficients of the reliability function. Cpse is a pseudo-max-cost, which has the
following value:

Cpse = Cv ·CapMaxv + Dv ·CapMaxv
2 (3)

The setting of Cpse is just to make the mapping: Cv
Rel(·) : (0, 4]→ [0, Cpse) . Note that

∂Cv
Rel

∂γ
= −

Cv ·CapMaxv

4
−

Dv ·CapMaxv

2
γ (4)

where Equation (4) is an affine function of γ. As we can see from Functions (2)–(4), this paper
established an affine-first-order-derivative reliability cost function for the VRE GenCos, so that the
first-order-derivatives of both VRE and thermal GenCos are affine. In fact, the reliability cost function
can come in many forms, like exponential. However, the reliability cost function is affected by the
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reliability technology applied. This paper will not discuss the influences of this factor, although the
model built by this paper gives a good framework for the discussion.

For example, if the parameters of a VRE GenCo is as shown in Table 1, the relation of reliability
and cost is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Parameters of a variable renewable energy (VRE) GenCo.

Cv Dv Minimum Capacity (MW) Maximum Capacity (MW)

14.00 −0.02 0 100
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Note that parameters can be set to fit the practical situation. If a VRE GenCo does not control its
forecast error, then γ = 4 and no reliability cost will occur. If a VRE GenCo increases cost in reliability
control, for example in storage, then both fixed cost and variable cost will occur in reliability control.
The variable cost is connected to the error range. Note that the first-order-derivative can be quite large
when γ approaches 0, then the form of exponential function may be a better fit. However, in this paper,
the variable reliability cost is assumed to be quadratic along with the production cost of thermal units.

If the operation of the market result in an amount of PGv is cleared for v (a VRE GenCo) to deliver,
v bears 2 types of risks: 1O Its realized maximum power PGv

Hr is lower than PGv. This means negative
deviation of power output happened, and v has to bear deviation cost. 2O Its realized maximum power
PGv

Hr is higher than PGv. This means v has to bear energy curtailment of PGv
Hr
− PGv.

3.2. Day-Ahead forward Market Considering Reserve Services for Variability

Inspired by the authors of [63], the day-ahead market is cleared by multi-period DC-OPF model
for each hour in a day. VREs are allowed to participate in the market. This paper applies DC-OPF
model because it is a simplified model while maintains accuracy when certain assumptions are satisfied.
The simplicity helps unveiling the patterns of VRE market participation.

There are some basic settings and assumptions as follows.

Assumption 1. The resistance for each branch is negligible compared to the reactance and can therefore be set to
0 [63].

Assumption 2. The voltage magnitude at each node is equal to the base voltage [63].

Assumption 3. The voltage angle difference across any branch is sufficiently small in magnitude [63].
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Assumption 4. Thermal GenCos and VRE GenCos can lock income in day-ahead market. The production
function of thermal GenCos and reliability function of VRE GenCos have quadratic form, and their first-order
derivatives have affine form.

Assumption 5. The ISO will announce the reserve demand for imbalance for the intraday operation before the
day-ahead market bidding.

Assumption 6. No-load, start up and shut down cost of units are neglected. Thus, all units can be treated as
committed and Security Constrained Unit Commitment (SCUC) problem solving would not be needed.

Assumption 7. The ISO will solve a DC-OPF Security Constrained Economic Distribution (SCED) problem
to for each hour of the next 24 h at the beginning of each day in the day-ahead clearing.

Assumption 8. All GenCos are committed.

Assumptions 1–3 are to simplify the computation requirement. Assumptions 4–8 set a basic
VRE-participated model of a day-ahead power market. The simplification will not ease the significance
of the results and conclusions.

The day-ahead SCED problem (SCED DA) is as follows.

Min
∑
t∈T

(
∑
i∈I

CG(PGi,t)+
∑
v∈V

CG(PGv,t)+
∑
i∈I

CAS(QGi,t) + Ξ(δk,t))

r.t.
PGi,t, i = 1, . . . , I; QGi,t, i = 1, . . . , I; PGv,t, v = 1, . . . , V; δk,t, k = 1, . . . , K; t = 1, . . . , 24

s.t.
(λk,t)0 = PLk,t − PGk,t + PIk,t (5)

(ηt ≥ 0)QAS,t ≤
∑
i∈I

QGi,t (6)

(µl,t ≤ 0)
∣∣∣∣Fkm,t

∣∣∣∣≤ FU
km,t (7)

PGi,t + QGi,t ≤ PGi,t
H,rep (8)

PGi,t
L,rep
≤ PGi,t (9)

PGv,t
L,rep
≤ PGv,t ≤ PGv,t

H,rep (10)

0 ≤ QGi,t (11)

We have: PLk,t =
∑
j∈Jk

PLj,t, PGk,t =
∑
i∈Ik

PGi,t +
∑

v∈Vk

PGv,t, PIk,t =
∑

km or mk∈BR
Fkm,t, Fkm,t = Bkm,t[δk,t −

δm,t], Ξ(δk,t) = [
∑

1m∈BR
δ2

m,t+
∑

1m∈BR,k≥2
[δk,t − δm,t]

2], δ1,t= 0.

CG(·) is the production function, CG(·) = CGi(·) for i ∈ I, CG(·) = Crel
v(·) for v ∈ V. CAS(·) is the

production function for ancillary service, which is the reserve service in this problem. CAS(·) also has
quadratic form CASi,t = CiQGi,t + DiQ2

Gi,t. And the ancillary service can only be provided by thermal
GenCos in this setting. Ξ(δk,t) is a penalty function to make sure Assumption 3 is satisfied.

Condition (5) considers the node active power balance. PLk,t is the sum of demand bid by
load-serving entities (LSE). PGk,t is the sum of demand offered by GenCos including thermal and VRE
GenCos. PIk,t is the sum of power drawn from node k by the system. λk,t is the Lagrange multiplier of
this condition.

Condition (6) considers the Ancillary service requirement. Based on Assumption 6, this paper
only deals with short-term reserves. QAS is a hourly reserve requirement proposed by the ISO, and
considered as a control factor. It must not be smaller than the sum of reserve quantity offered by
the thermal GenCos. It is related to the system balance, and to short-term reserve cost for VRE
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integration. Note that in a complex practical market, the ancillary service requirement is much more
than a short-term requirement. It includes load following, regulation, long-term reserve, reactive
compensation, frequency adjustment and so on.

Condition (7) considers the transmission line security constraint. FU
km,t is the maximum magnitude

capacity of transmission line km.
Condition (8) claims that the sum of the active power offer and reserve offer cannot exceed the

maximum generation capacity. Note that PGi
H,rep is reported by thermal GenCo.

Condition (9) is the lower output constraint of a VRE GenCo. Note that PGi
L,rep is reported by

thermal GenCos.
Conditions (10) is the output constraint of a VRE GenCo. Note that PGv

L,rep and PGv
H,rep are

reported by VRE GenCos.
Condition (11) is the value range constraints of variables.
In this model, the marginal generation cost of VRE is treated as 0. However, costs need to be paid if

a VRE GenCo wants to maintain a certain level of generation reliability, as described in Section 3.1. But
this cost is not considered by the ISO as part of the objective function. This is a reasonable consideration,
because under current spot market mechanism, the production cost is quantity-based.

The day-ahead cleared ancillary service price is ηt.

3.3. Real Time Balance

To simplify the model and make the mechanism trackable, we make another assumption here.

Assumption 9. There is no intra-day sudden outage of a VRE generation unit or a thermal unit or a
transmission line.

Assumption 9 means that the variability of active power output of VRE GenCos is the only
uncertain factor in the model. By eliminating other uncertain factors, this setting helps analyze the
influence of integration of VRE to the cost and efficiency.

The ISO will maintain the system balance by solving another real time SCED problem (SCED RT)
as follows. For each real-time period:

Min
∑
i∈I

CG(PGi
RT)+

∑
v∈I

CG(PGv
RT) +

∑
i∈k

C∆(∆k
+, ∆k

−) + Ξ(δk)

r.t.
PGi

RT, i = 1, . . . , I; PGv
RT, v = 1, . . . , V; δk

RT, ∆k, k = 1, . . . , K

s.t.
PGk

RT
− ∆k −

∑
km or mk∈BR

Fkm
RT
− PLk

RT = 0 (12)

∣∣∣Fkm
RT

∣∣∣≤ FU
km (13)

PGi
L,rep
≤ PGi

RT
≤ PGi

DA + QGi
DA (14)

PGv
L,rep
≤ PGv

RT
≤ min

{
PGv

H,RT, PGv
}

(15)

∆k
+
≥ 0, ∆k

−
≥ 0 (16)

We have: ∆k = ∆k
+
− ∆k

−, Fkm
RT = Bkm[δk

RT
− δm

RT], δ1= 0.
In real-time (every hour for simplification), the actual maximum output capacity of a VRE GenCo

is realized. PGv
H,RT is the realized value.

C∆(·) is the penalty function for node load imbalance. We have:

C∆(∆k
+, ∆k

−) = Λ · (∆k
+ + ∆k

−) (17)
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Condition (12) is the real time node balance constraint. It is similar to Condition (15) while a slack
variable ∆k is allowed. ∆k = ∆k

+
− ∆k

−. ∆k
+ and ∆k

− are recognized as “imbalance factors”, which is
a measurement of the negative effect of the variability of VRE on the system. Based on ∆k

+ and ∆k
−,

the imbalance cost can be measured. Since the only uncertain factor is the output variation of VRE, the
imbalance cost brought by VRE integration can be measured by ∆k

+ and ∆k
−. Λ is a penalty factor.

Condition (13) is real time transmission line security constraint.
Condition (14) is the real time output constraint of a thermal GenCo. The lower limit is consistent

with the day-ahead report. The upper limit is the sum of cleared day-ahead cleared power output and
reserve output.

Condition (15) is the real time output constraint of a VRE GenCo. The lower limit is consistent with
the day-ahead report. The upper limit is the minimum of realized maximum output and day-ahead
cleared power output.

Condition (16) is the value range constraints of variables.
From model SCED RT, we can see that the system is optimally dispatched based on the real time

status of the system.

3.4. Ex-Post Settlement

Ex-post settlement is important for determining the cost of deviation. There are many researchers
studying the ex-post settlement mechanism [64,65]. In this paper, we adopt the idea proposed by
Zheng and Litvinov [66].

Under the assumption of perfect market and perfect information, from an ISO perspective, for
each GenCo agent w ∈ I ∪V, in equilibrium, it faces the following profit maximization problem (PMP).
For each period:

Max PGw ·πk(w∈k) + QGw · τk(w∈k) −CG(PGw) −CAS(QGw)

s.t.
PGw

L,rep
≤ PGw (18)

PGw + QGw ≤ PGw
H,rep (19)

QGw ≥ 0 (20)

w ∈ I ∪V. π is the day ahead LMP, τ is the cleared day ahead reserve price.
The first-order KKT condition of this problem can be formulated as:

(τk −
∂CAS(QGw)

∂QGw
) −wL

P(1− 0) −wH(
∂PGw

H,rep

∂QGw
− 1) = 0 (21)

The complementarity conditions are:

wL
P · (PGw − PGw

L,rep) = 0 (22)

wH
· (PGw

H,rep
− PGw) = 0 (23)

wL
Q ·QGw = 0 (24)

wL
P, wL

Q, wH
≥ 0 (25)

wL and wH are Lagrange coefficients obtained by solving the SCED DA problem. According
to the work of Zheng and Litvinov [66], if the result of the SCED DA problem can be treated as the
equilibrium result of the day ahead situation, then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition of the
PMP problem gives a good constraint for the ex-post settlement problem. In this paper, we ignored the
Conditions (22)–(25), because the ex-post settlement condition is a deviation to the SCED DA result;
additionally, we consider learning and strategic behavior for GenCos, then the Conditions (22)–(25)
could be too strong and lead to problem infeasibility.
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As a result, this paper set the ex-post settlement as the following problem (EXP). For each t ∈ T:

Min H =
∑
i∈I

(PGi − PGi
DA)

2
+

∑
v∈V

(PGv − PGv
DA)

2
+

∑
i∈I

(QGi −QGi
DA)

2
+ Λ

∑
w

∆πw
+ + Λ

∑
w

∆πw
−

r.t.
PGi, QGi, PGv, λk, µl

s.t.

πk = λk +
∑
l∈BR

(−µl
∂
∣∣∣Fl

DA
∣∣∣

∂PLk
) (26)

(πk(w∈k) −
∂CG(PGw)

∂PGw
) −ww

L
P + ww

H + ∆πw
+
− ∆πw

− = 0 (27)

(τk −
∂CAS(QGw)

∂QGw
) −wL

P + wH + ∆πw
+
− ∆πw

− = 0 (28)

λk, τk, ∆πw
+, ∆πw

−
≥ 0, µl ≤ 0 (29)

w ∈ I ∪V and w ∈ k(w belongs to node k). The solution λk and µl give the ex-post price.
∆πw

+ and ∆πw
− are Lagrange function imbalance factors. Λ is a penalty factor.

Conditions (27) and (28) are respectively the Lagrange function of the active power maximization
and reserve power maximization problem in PMP.

The settlement price is as follows:

πSet =

 πDA, if
∣∣∣PGw

DA
− PGw

RT
∣∣∣≤ ςPGw

DA

πExp, if
∣∣∣PGw

DA
− PGw

RT
∣∣∣> ςPGw

DA
(30)

ς is an ex-post settlement threshold, and ς ∈ [0, 1]. Condition (30) means that if the actual output
deviates from the day-ahead cleared amount and the deviation exceeds a threshold, the ex-post price
should be applied.

3.5. Learning and Strategic Behavior of GenCos

Ideally, GenCos report their true production parameters to the ISO. Under this situation, ISO can
clear the market with true marginal condition and reach society optimality. However, there exists
information asymmetry in the market. The true production parameters are private information of the
GenCos. In the real world, market participators are humans. Human behavior is complicated. In
the market, participators will observe the profit brought by their previous action and choose the best
action (bid parameters) that brings the most income. This process can be simulated by reinforcement
learning method. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.

This paper considers strategic behaviors of GenCos. For each period, for a VRE GenCo v at
maximum output level PGv

H, it can achieve a forecast error level at γσ with mean value PGv
H at a

cost level of CRel(Cv, Dv,γ). However, v can report strategic coefficients (PGv
L,rep, PGv

H,rep) to the ISO,
as a result of a learning process. Moreover, v can learn to adopt a best γ value (reliability level) to a
day’s operation.

Similarly, a thermal GenCo will learn to strategically report (Ai, Bi, PGi
L,rep, PGi

H,rep) to the ISO in
the day ahead market. This paper adopted the famous Erev–Roth reinforcement learning method to
simulate the learning behavior of GenCos [67,68]. This method imitates the learning process of human
being; thus, it grants us a chance to study the influences of learning and strategic behavior. Learning
and strategic behavior make the system equilibrium hard to track, but it is a more practical setting
than perfect market assumption. The consequences of learning and strategic behavior can be tracked
by simulation approach as shown in this paper.
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3.6. Case Design and Numerical Simulation

The case design principle is shown in Figure 5. Two scenarios are set to formulate comparison.
Under one scenario, agents do not have learning and strategic behavior while under another scenario
agents have learning and strategic behavior. The result comparison can show the influences of the
learning and strategic behavior. This paper mainly considers three kinds of trackable integration
costs, which are widely considered in practical VRE participated markets. Through the design of the
2-settlement electricity-ancillary service conjugated market in Sections 3.1–3.5, they can be simulated
numerically. Ex-post settlement will determine deviation cost of VRE, since we rule out other deviations.
Conjugate ancillary service clearing will show the cost of ancillary service. Since VRE are the only
uncertainty source need for ancillary service, they must bear all the ancillary service cost. System
imbalance cost is the cost of lost load. Since the total capacity is enough, load is lost because of the
output uncertainty of the VRE.
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Profitability of VRE is characterized by their net market value, which is the net income of the
VRE in the market. It equals market value minus production cost and minus integration cost. Market
efficiency is characterized by the net market value of VRE. It characterized the net benefit the VRE
brought to the society.

This paper extended the standard 5-node test framework in the work of Sun and Tesfatsion,
and Li and Tesfatsion [63,69]. The system structure is shown in Figure 6. There are 6 GenCos and 3
load-serving entities (LSEs). G1 and G2 are VRE GenCos, and the others are thermal GenCos. Initial
properties of GenCos are shown in Table 2. The transmission line properties are shown in Table 3. All
the parameter explanation can be found in the Nomenclatures table at the front of this paper.
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Table 2. Initial properties of GenCos.

Fixed Cost Ap Bp PG
L 1 PG

H 1 Initial Money 2 AQ BQ
γ
3 Cv Dv

GenCo1 0 - - 0 100 1,000,000 - - 2 14 −0.02
GenCo2 0 - - 0 100 1,000,000 - - 4 14 −0.02
GenCo3 0 25 0.010 0 520 1,000,000 2.5 0.0010 - - -
GenCo4 0 30 0.012 0 200 1,000,000 3.0 0.0012 - - -
GenCo5 0 10 0.007 0 400 1,000,000 1.0 0.0007 - - -
GenCo6 0 10 0.007 0 200 1,000,000 1.0 0.0007 - - -

1 in MW. 2 in $.3 the initial value in learning cases.

Table 3. Transmission line properties.

From Node To Node FH 1 Bkm
2

Branch1 1 2 250 0.0281
Branch2 1 4 150 0.0304
Branch3 1 5 400 0.0064
Branch4 2 3 350 0.0108
Branch5 3 4 240 0.0297
Branch6 4 5 240 0.0297

1 in MW. 2 in ohm.

The parameter setting is representative. Note that in Table 2, the reserve cost coefficients are
1/10 of the production coefficients, because reserve cost is usually the no-load cost of the unit. It is
significantly smaller than the production cost. For VRE GenCos, GenCo1 and GenCo2 have the same
fixed cost, initial money and learning settings. The installed capacity ratio of VRE GenCo is 13.16%.
This ratio is representative, because it is nearly the practical ratio of many countries (except for some
wind dominant countries such as north European countries).

The simulation process can be found in Figure 7. At the beginning of the day-ahead market, LSEs
provide their load profile to the ISO. To make the result trackable, this paper does not consider
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price-sensitive bidding and strategic behavior of the LSEs. In other words, all demands are
price-inelastic. This paper adopt the 24-h load profile in the work of Sun and Tesfatsion, and
Li and Tesfatsion [63,69]. To eliminate the influences of load variation between days, the load profile is
the same for each day.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 33 
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Figure 7. The simulation process.

This research carried out two scenarios of test cases, all of which lasted for 30 simulation days. The
condition variation is shown in Table 4. Note that when reserve level is 0 MW, there are no ancillary
services for VRE. This will expose the negative influences of the variability of the VRE GenCos. When
the reserve level is 200 MW, it covers all of the VRE capacity. Note that when GenCos do not have
learning ability, they bid by their true parameter value, and thus the system operation result can be
treated as an equilibrium result.
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Table 4. Test case settings.

Scenario 1: No Learning and Strategic Behavior

Representative Test Case Reserve Level 1 Reliability Cost Level

All GenCos bid by true parameters and VREs
spend High reliability cost 0~200 γ = 1 (High reliability)

All GenCos bid by true parameters and VREs
spend Medium High reliability cost 0~200 γ = 2 (Medium High reliability)

All GenCos bid by true parameters and VREs
spend Medium Low reliability cost 0~200 γ = 3 (Medium Low reliability)

All GenCos bid by true parameters and VREs
spend Low reliability cost 0~200 γ = 4 (Low reliability)

Scenario 2: With Learning and Strategic Behavior

Representative Test Case Reserve Level Reliability Cost Level

All GenCos bid by learning and VREs adopt best
reliability cost by learning 0~200 VREs adopt best reliability

strategy by learning
1 in MW.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Profitability of VRE

Market values are calculated as follows:

Mw =
∑
t∈T

(πw,t
Set
· PGw,t

RT + η ·QGw,t
DA)/

∑
t∈T

(PGw,t
RT + QGw,t

DA) (31)

Market value Mw of GenCo w is the weighted average of the LMP and ancillary service price.
Based on cost-causation principle, the integration cost should be calculated for the net market

value of VRE. To acquire the net market value, production cost and integration cost are considered.
Net earnings are calculated as follows:

Ew =
∑
t∈T

((πw,t
Set
· PGw,t

RT + ηt ·QGw,t
DA) − (CGw,t

Set + CASw,t
Set) − FixedCostt) (32)

w ∈ I ∪V. Ew is the net earnings of GenCo w.
∆k

+ and ∆k
− are node imbalance factors. We assume imbalance cost can be measured, as follows:

Ck
∆ = θ ·πk

Set
· ∆k (33)

θ is an imbalance measurement factor. ∆k ∈
{
∆k

∣∣∣∆k = ∆k
− or ∆k = ∆k

+}
.

Let us assume θ = 1, which means imbalance unit cost is 1 times the LMP of a node.
Reserve cost of the system is as follows:

CAS = η ·QAS (34)

The net market value of a GenCo is as follows:

Vnet
w =

∑
t∈T

(Ew,t −C∆
k,w,t −CAS,w,t)/(PGw,t

RT + QGw,t
DA) (35)
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Vnet
w is the net market value of GenCo w. C∆

k,w means the imbalance cost allocated to w. CAS,w
means the ancillary service cost allocated to w. In the simulation cases, ancillary service cost is allocated
based on installed capacity of VRE. So, it is evenly allocated between the 2 VRE GenCos.

Note that this calculation ignored reduction of full-load hour (RFH) and grid cost mentioned in
Section 2 because they are somehow hard to track and not included in the model. For overproduction
cost, it can be measured in the simulation as the curtailment cost. However, the author believes
that it is not proper to add it as a cost for a VRE GenCo. Because the value of curtailment is more
understandable in conventional FiT or RPS mechanisms. In the market, the curtailment is just a risk
for a VRE participator. The market values and net market values of GenCos in each equilibrium case
can be seen in Figures 8a and 9a. The market values and net market values of GenCos in each learning
cases can be seen in Figures 8b and 9b.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 33 
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Figure 8. (a) Market value of GenCos without learning and strategic behavior. (b) Market value of
GenCos with learning and strategic behavior.
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Figure 9. (a) Net market value of GenCos without learning and strategic behavior. (b) Net market
value of GenCos with learning and strategic behavior.

By comparing Figure 8a,b, we can see that the market value of GenCo5 and GenCo6 tend to
increase with reserve level. This is because the reserve service is mainly provided by GenCo5 and
GenCo6, as an outcoming of ancillary service clearing. We can also see that market values of all GenCos
enjoy a great uplift when learning and strategic behavior is adopted. This shows the fact that consumer
surplus is consumed by the strategic behavior of the GenCos. We can also see that the market values of
VRE GenCos (GenCo1 and GenCo 2) are the lowest among all the GenCos.

When we look at the net market value, we find that the profitability of VRE GenCos is unoptimistic.
Under almost all cases, VRE has negative net market value, except for the no learning cases where
reserve level is low. While thermal GenCos managed to uplift their net market value by a great deal by
learning and strategic bidding, the net market value of VRE get a decrease when learning and strategic
behavior is applied. This shows a great disadvantage for VREs in pool-based market.

We show the market value and net market value of VRE GenCos in no learning cases by γ
(reliability of VRE) level in Figure 10a,b.
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Figure 10. (a) Market value of GenCos without learning and strategic behavior by γ. (b) Net market
value of GenCos with learning and strategic behavior by γ.

We can see that from the perspective of market value in no learning cases, reliability shows little
influence on the market value. From the perspective of net market value, not to maintain high reliability
is definitely a better strategy for VRE GenCos. This is because the cost of maintaining high reliability is
greater than the benefit of it for the VRE GenCos (in the simulation setting).

4.2. Efficiency of VRE in Market

The net social value of a GenCo is the profit it brings to the society minus the cost it brings. In this
paper, it is calculated as follows:

Vsoc,net
v = (Ew −C∆

k,w −CAS,w −DeCw)/(PGw
RT + QGw

DA) (36)

v ∈ V. Vsoc,net
v is the net society value of VRE GenCo v. DeCw is the carbon emission cost caused

by w. Apparently, for thermal GenCos, it is a positive number while for VRE GenCos, it is negative.

DeCw = πcarbon
· δdec

· Pw (37)
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where πcarbon is the carbon price. δdec (ton/MWh) is the carbon emission by unit power produced. Pv is
the power produced. The base values are chosen as: πcarbon = 27.60 $/ton [70], δdec = 0.997 ton/MWh.
The net social value is shown in Figure 11a,b.
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Figure 11. (a) Net social value of GenCos without learning and strategic behavior. (b) Net social value
of GenCos with learning and strategic behavior.

From Figure 11a, we can see that in no-learning cases reserve levels barely influence the net social
value of GenCos, and that the net social value of VRE is much higher than that of thermal GenCos.
However, we can find in Figure 11b, the net social value of VRE GenCos is somehow comparable to
that of thermal GenCos. Thermal GenCo 3 has the highest net social value, because it managed to
acquire a very high net market value by strategic bidding.

To study the influence of carbon price. The sensitivity analysis of net social value to carbon price
is carried out. The result is shown in Figure 12a,b.
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Figure 12. (a) Sensitivity analysis of net social value to carbon price without learning and strategic
behavior. (b) Sensitivity analysis of net social value to carbon price with learning and strategic behavior.

By comparing Figure 12a,b, we can see that generally, the net social value of VRE increases as
the carbon price increases, while the net social value of thermal units decreases as the carbon price
increases. We define the carbon price where net social value of VRE and thermal as balance point. At
the balance point, VRE units bring just as much of the net social value as that of thermal units. We can
see that learning and strategic market behavior can essentially uplift the balance point. This means
that if the market mechanism cannot rule out strategic bidding, the carbon price where VRE can act as
a truly “better” energy source can be high.
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4.3. Discussions

4.3.1. Locational Marginal Price of VRE

In this section, we try to determine the reason of low profitability of VRE in pool-based market.
Under standard pool-based 2-settlement market mechanism, price volatility varies much between
no-learning and learning cases. Compare Figure 13a,b, we can see that since GenCos always submit
their true parameters, Locational marginal price (LMP) does not vary in the no-learning case (note that
the influence of load is eliminated), while LMP varies much in the learning case. As can be seen in
Figure 14a,b, in both no-learning and learning cases, the system reserve level shows little influence on
the LMP.
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Figure 13. (a) No-learning case, reserve level = 100 MW, γ= 2. (b) Leaning case, reserve level = 100 MW.
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By comparing Figure 14a,b, we can see that the average LMP in the learning cases is much higher
than that in the no-learning cases. Meanwhile, the LMP of VRE is always lower than that of the thermal
GenCos. This paper gives a theoretic analysis as follows, to prove that the LMP of VRE nodes will
always be lower than that of pure thermal nodes. We call this phenomenon the LMP disadvantage
of VRE.

The production cost of a VRE plant has the following property: The production is dependent on
nature force. For example, a PV plant output is dependent on the solar radiation. Thus, this paper
makes the assumption: the variable production cost directly related to power generation is far less
than conventional power plants which consume fuels, no matter what the production quantity is. This
phenomenon can be expressed in the following formulation:

∂CGv(PGv)
∂PGv

<<
∂CGi(PGi)
∂PGi

i ∈ I, v ∈ V.
(38)
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For a standard DC-OPF security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) problem:

Min
∑

w∈I∪V

CGw(PGw)

r.t.
PGw, w = 1, . . . , W, w ∈ I ∪V;

s.t.
(λk)0 = PLk − PGk + PIk (39)

(µl ≤ 0)
∣∣∣Fkm

∣∣∣≤ FU
km (40)

PGw
L
≤ PGw ≤ PGw

H (41)

where PLk is the load demand at node k; PGk is the power generated at node k; PIk is the power
withdrawn from node k; Fkm is the power flow in line km (from node k to node m).

Based on the work of Caramanis [71], the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) of node k is:

LMPk = λk +
∑
l∈BR

(−µl
∂|Fl|

∂PLk
) (42)

To analyze the LMP for VRE plants in the system, this paper makes some assumptions. This paper
wants to eliminate the influence of line capacity. Firstly, it is assumed that the lower and upper bounds
of line capacity constraints are not binding. This means assuming the transmission line capacity is
large enough and µl = 0. Secondly, it is assumed that the DC-OPF SCED problem is convex. Under
the assumptions, let us look at the Lagrange function of KKT condition of the DC-OPF SCED problem.

∇

∑
w

CGw(PGw) −∇λk

∑
k

PGk(PGw) −∇ωw
L
∑

w
PGw

L+∇ωw
H
∑

w
PGw

H= 0 (43)

where λk is the LMP in node k.
For the wth component in Equation (43), we have:

λk =
∂CGw(PGw)

∂PGw
−ωw

L +ωw
H, w ∈ k (44)

where w ∈ k means that GenCo w is in node k. ωw
L
≥ 0 and ωw

H
≥ 0.

From Equation (44), we can get the value of λk:

λk =
1
|k|

∑
w∈k

(
∂CGw(PGw)

∂PGw
−ωw

L +ωw
H), |k| , 0 (45)

where |k| is the quantity for GenCos in node k.

It can be proved that when ωw
L , 0 and ωw

H , 0, ωw
L
≈

d
∑

w∈I∪V
CGw(PGw)

dPGw
L ωw

H
≈

d
∑

w∈I∪V
CGw(PGw)

dPGw
H . d(·)

stands for a minor change. The proof can be found in Appendix A.
From the following analysis we can see that VRE GenCos always have LMP disadvantage in

DC-OPF SCED clearance.
For a v ∈ V, the expression ∂CGw(PGw)

∂PGw
−ωw

L +ωw
H reaches the maximum value when ωw

H > 0. It
happens when VRE GenCo reaches its upper capacity bound in the clearance. The maximum value is
∂CGv(PGv)
∂PGv

+
∂CGv(PGv

H)
∂PGv

. Based on Equation (32), we have:

∂CGv(PGv)

∂PGv
+
∂CGv(PGv

H)

∂PGv
<
∂CGi(PGi)

∂PGi
(46)
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Suppose λk,w =
∂CGw(PGw)
∂PGw

−ωw
L +ωw

H. We always have:

λk,v < λk,i (47)

Note that λk =
1
|k|

∑
w∈k

λk,w.

Thus, we can draw the following conclusion:
λk1 < λk2, if there are more VRE GenCos in node k1 than k2. k1, k2 ∈ N.
What is the influence of LMP disadvantage? It drives down the LMP of VRE node in the system,

which is a phenomenon observed in reality [44,46,72]. Low LMP means low income. Although
the production cost of VRE is very low, VRE GenCos must bear integration costs. If VRE wants to
strengthen reliability, it must increase reliability cost. All these factors will drive down the profitability
of VRE in a pool-based power market.

4.3.2. The Market Value and LCOE of VRE

Traditional FiT mechanisms only focus on the price of VRE generated unit power. FiT is usually
based on the LCOE of a specific kind of VRE [31,33,35]. FiT is imposed to ensure the unit power price
of VRE is higher or equal to the LCOE. To bring VRE to market, some pricing mechanism are proposed
based on FiT and market value. Market premium mechanism is proposed in Germany to promote VRE
market participation [43]. It ensures that the market value of VRE is not less than FiT. If so, it will be
subsidized. However, as can be observed in Figure 8a,b, based on the LMP disadvantage phenomenon,
the market value of VRE GenCos are much lower than the thermal GenCos. The LCOEs of some energy
projects in United States and China are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The LCOE of some energy projects in United States and China [14].

Energy Discount Rate

3% 7% 10%

United States

Onshore wind 32.71 * 42.85 51.64
Onshore wind 39.60 52.23 63.20
Onshore wind 49.46 65.32 79.08

Offshore wind—shallow 102.95 137.19 166.87
Offshore wind—medium 102.34 137.37 167.73

Offshore wind—deep 155.58 154.58 188.38
PV—large, ground-mounted 53.50 79.84 102.56
Supercritical pulverized coal 82.64 93.79 104.00

CCGT 1 60.84 65.95 70.62
ALWR 2 54.34 77.71 101.76

China

Onshore wind 45.96 59.92 71.91
Onshore wind 52.00 68.28 82.27

PV – large, ground-mounted 54.84 72.64 87.98
Ultra-supercritical coal 73.61 77.72 81.57

CCGT 90.17 92.79 95.13
ALWR 30.77 47.61 64.40

* in 2013 US dollar. Carbon cost is considered. 1 combined-cycle gas turbines. 2 advanced light water reactor.

We can see that the LCOE of some mature VRE technology like onshore wind and large-grounded
PV is lower than traditional thermal power such as Ultra-supercritical coal and CCGT. Based on these
data, some may conclude that VRE is profitable in pool-based market. Indeed, as a simulation result of
this research, the market value of VRE in Figure 8a,b is somewhat acceptable comparing with data in
Table 5. However, if integration cost is properly allocated, VRE will become unprofitable (net market
value lower than LCOE). Learning and strategic market behavior will even weaken the profitability.
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5. Conclusions and Suggestions

Based on the results and analyses of this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn.
LMP disadvantage hampers the profitability of VREs. LMP disadvantage roots in the low

output-based marginal production cost in market clearing. Insufficient net market value will lead to
pay-back period of VRE projects that is too long to be feasible. Thus, hampering VRE investment.
Current market mechanism may be incentive incompatible for VREs. If we want to get positive net
market value for VRE and market, we should consider the following approaches.

First, consider reliability cost of VRE in object function in pool-based market clearing. For example,
VRE may be allowed to submit a reliability control cost function to ISO. Nevertheless, new mechanisms
like deviation pricing should also be studied. The new mechanism should somehow be related to
stochastic functions and optimizations, which puts a challenge in building VRE-participated pool-based
power market.

Second, incomes from emission market constitute an important source of income for VRE GenCos.
As we can see in Section 4.2, the higher the carbon price, the more profitable the VRE units. However,
learning and strategic behavior in the electricity market will significantly weaken this advantage.

Third, Learning and strategic behavior is unneglectable in reality. It can make the market clearance
result unforeseeable and unstable, and it should be restricted.

Two improvements can be made based on this work for future studies.
The time slot in this paper is relatively long. If big data of VRE source and demand can be

acquired, more intelligent dispatch method may be applied based on shorter time slot to further
promote VRE penetration.

This paper considers VRE marginal production cost as 0. This is true for some real markets. But in
some markets, VRE may also submit none-zero cost coefficients. This situation may be further studied.
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Abbreviations

Rel Reliability
pse pseudo-max-cost
H Upper limit for GenCo output
L Lower limit for GenCo output
U Upper limit for transmission line capacity
Hr Realized Upper limit for a VRE GenCo
AS Ancillary service
rep Reported value
DA Day ahead values
RT Real time values
Exp Ex-post values
Set Settlement values
O Operation
Subindices and superindices
i,v,w Subindices for GenCos
k,m Subindices for nodes
km Subindices for a transmission line from k to m
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l Subindices for transmission lines
P, Q Subindices for conditions in SCED DA
j Subindices for load-serving entities
t Subindices for periods
Constants and variables
γ Forecast error factor for VRE GenCos
PG Active power output for a CenCo
QG Reserve power for a thermal CenCo
Bkm Reactance of line km
F Power flow
δ Voltage angle
λ, η, µ Lagrange multipliers
Λ Penalty factor
π Locational marginal price (LMP)
τ Day ahead ancillary service price
PL Load demand of active power
∆π Price imbalance factor
A, B, C, D Cost coefficients
M Market power
ς Ex-post settlement coefficients
πSet Settlement price
θ Imbalance measurement factor
Sets
I Set of thermal GenCos
V Set of VRE GenCos
BR Set of VRE transmission lines
J Set of LSEs
N Set of Nodes
T Set of periods
Functions
CG(·) Production function for a GenCo
CAS(·) Ancillary service production function
Ξ(·) A penalty function
C∆(·) A penalty function
Operators
|·| Absolute value or set cardinality

Appendix A

Consider an optimization problem as follows.

Min f (x)

s.t.
g(x) ≥ 0

h(x) ≤ 0

Suppose the dimension of x, g and h are respectively N, K and L.
The KKT of this problem is:

∇ f (x) −
∑
k∈K

wk · ∇g(x)−
∑
l∈L

vl · ∇h(x) = 0, wk · gk(x) = 0 (a)

For ith dimension (i ∈ N), we have:

∇ fi(x) = wk · ∇gi(x) + vl · ∇hi(x), wk · gk(x) = 0 (b)

Suppose x is the solution of the problem.
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The first order Taylor approximation of f (x) at x is:

f (x) = f (x) +
∑
i∈N

∇ fi(x) · dxi (c)

So we have:
f (x) − f (x) = d f =

∑
i∈N

∇ fi(x) · dxi (d)

Combine Conditions (b) and (d), we have:

d f =
∑

i∈N
(wk · ∇gi(x) + vl · ∇hi(x))dxi

=
∑

k∈K
wk

∑
i∈k
∇gi(x)dxi +

∑
l∈L

vl
∑
i∈l
∇hi(x)dxi

=
∑

k∈K
wkdgk +

∑
l∈L

vldhl

Suppose dgk , 0 and dgk = 0, dhl = 0, k ∈ K, k , k, l ∈ L. we have:

d f
dgk

= wk
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